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Maturitní témata z anglického jazyka 

1. Study at TRIVIS 

Special subjects of the school, their content and use for the future life of students 

 

2. System of education in the Czech Republic 

Education, special training and necessary skills for persons working for the Integrated rescue 

systém 

 

3. System of government in the Czech Republic 

Elections – electoral system given by the law in the CR 

 

4. Prague  

Security control at the airport 

 

5. The Czech Republic 

Emergency calls in case of danger in the CR 

 

6. The United Kingdom  

Reporting a theft in a hotel room 

 

7. The United States of America 

Robbery of a tourist in the USA 

 

8. Canada  

Obtaining visa for a stay in Canada at the embassy 

 

9. Means of transport  

Asking and explaining the way for a person 

 

10. Citizen at the road checks, control of documents 

Solving problems during a road check 

  

11. Kinds of danger  

Emergency call in case of a fire 

 

12. Terrorism  

Behavior in case of a terrorist attack at school 

 

13. Citizen in an emergency  

First aid in a traffic accident, calling the ambulance 
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14. Description of a missing or a wanted person  

Testimony of a witness of a crime 

 

15. Juvenile delinquency  

Solving bullying at school with a school psychologist 

 

16. Drugs and other addictions  

Assistance to a drug addict 

 

17. Health and diseases  

At the doctor´s 

 

18. Mass media  

Dangers of social networks 

 

19. Leisure time and sports  

First aid for an injured person 

 

20. Travelling and its difficulties 

Break down of a vehicle, calling a car mechanic or a towing service 

 

 

V Jihlavě 22.10.2020 

 

Zpracovala: Mgr. Jitka Dočekalová    Schválil: Ing. Dušan Hasoň (ředitel školy) 


